Trinity Tigers Down Owls 13-0

RALLY CLUB MEN SELECTED

COMMITTEE TRYING FOR GROUP

The engineering club, Trinity Tigers, is the oldest social club on the campus. The Tigers have been in existence for over forty years.

The Engineering Society, P.A.S., is one of the most active organizations on the campus. The society has a membership of over one hundred.

The Rice Tennis Club, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Drama Club, one of the oldest on campus, has produced many successful productions.

The Rice Symphony Orchestra, one of the most successful on campus, has won many awards.

The Rice Choral Society, one of the most successful on campus, has won many awards.

The Rice Winds, one of the most successful on campus, has won many awards.

The Rice Marching Band, one of the most successful on campus, has won many awards.

The Rice Football Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Basketball Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Baseball Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Track Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Swimming Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Volleyball Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Softball Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Women's Hockey Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Women's Field Hockey Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.

The Rice Women's Lacrosse Team, one of the most successful on campus, has won many championships.
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A QUESTION OF HONOR.

Freshmen, and old students: the honor system is still in operation at Rice. Nothing has been done to acquaint you with this fact, but from now on there will be no excuse for a Rice man or woman professing ignorance about the Honor Council.

This council is comprised of three members elected from the Senior class, two from the Junior class, two from the Sophomores, and one from the Freshmen.

The duties of this council consist of trying those accused of dishonesty in examinations. They are NOT a VIGILANCE COMMITTEE.

The duty of reporting cheating rests on the shoulders of every student, not on the Honor Council. The pledge that every one signs when he enters the Rice Institute states that he will uphold the Honor System, will do no cheating, and WILL PERMIT NONE.

That means he has a hand-and-dove to report everything that happens dishonestly during an examination. He must do this because he made a solemn promise to Rice that he would, and because he MUST do that in order to protect those that will refrain dishonestly during an examination. He must do this because he must do this in order to protect those that will refrain dishonestly during an examination.

Rice men are expected to report their fellowmen who violate the Honor Code. We do not expect any Rice man or woman to cover up the wrongs of his fellow students. He is no longer fit to be a student of Rice. If he would return the borrowed articles before their news gets out, he might be excused.

The point is that these things are of value to the library; they are provided for the use of students, not for them to appropriate. And come in the back door.

When one abuses his privileges to the extent that he takes something dishonestly during an examination, he must be expelled.

When a matter of dishonesty is reported, a written statement will be presented at the open meeting on October 8, at which time the discussion will be made.

In short, the Honor Code is a means of maintaining the reputation for honesty that Rice has well-deserved.

And remember — that is why it is called an Honor Code — that you are honor-bound to report everything that happens dishonestly during an examination.

Late, perfect records.

49c EACH

Three for $1.25

Rice students who want smart college clothes fashioned in the Collegiate styles, can best be served at Sakowitz Bros.

styles, can best be served at Sakowitz Bros.
To BEAUMONT and NEW ORLEANS
We offer convenient service with modern equipment.

GULF COAST LINES

E. A. FARR, D. P. A., Houston

TAILORED AT FASHION PARK

ED DUBSAN
Representative

Comfortable and Stylish
PAR-KERRY

For Cool Nights
Topcoats

$45

For the better kind

Full weight overcoats woven by the finest mills in America and Europe, single and double breasted Par-Kerry styles tailored in the custom shops of Fashion Park.

Bartlestein's
812-14 MAIN

RICEOLOGY

A column devoted to the traditional activities of the Rice students.

SECRETS OF THE "U"

One of the most remarkable addenda to the administration of Rice, one of the most beautiful institutions in the southern landscape, is the Administration Building of Rice. It is a marvel approached by the student, a marvel discovered by the thought, a marvel discovered by the new details. They were not new details in the building, but new in the Individual.

THE BALLSPORT

The famous Sallyport itself is not strange to the Rice student, but it is far harder to escape strange details. Putting this impalpable essence, the Sallyport will arrive at the structure upon the left hand corner, or the capital of the A. B. of Rice, which is adorned with an ornamental disk without any significant change. This change is a small head mounted with an ornamental cap. This represents the fourth stage of college life: the Freshman, or a head of a man.

The muscles pass through the doors spanning, as service, to those occupied by the bas- ketball, and the 'basketball, in the Klee Student Union, and in the art, representing the first stage of college life: the Freshman.

THE INNER FACADE

The side of the A. B. facing the court, are tablets dedicated to Letters, to Science, and to Art, representing the second stage of college life: the Sophomore.

THE SAINTS AND SEERS OF RICE

Again, going back to the Ballport, if one will go toward the bulletin board, he will notice on the capital of the first column, a conventional design. At the top of the next column, however, he will see the heads of four men, or the same. These were the leaders in their respective fields. First there is:

Joseph Jefferson, Jurisprudence

Richard Galton, Eugenics

Thucydides, History

Heinrich Hertz, Electrice Engineering

Sophus Lie, Mathematics

Charles Darwin, Biology

Immanuel Kant, Philosophy

Michelangelo, Art

De Lessups, Engineering

Michelangelo, Art

Humphry Davy, Chemistry

Lord Kelvin, Physics

Charles Babbage, Mathematics

Robert Brown, Natural History

Charles Darwin, Biology

The impressions of good taste produced by the impressive presence of the A. B. of Rice, the Klee Student Union, and the art, are so strongly associated with the famous Sallyport, making the scene 12 to 13 feet long, and 6 feet into victory, but so to small. The game ended with the ball within three 30 yards through the line, Schley plunged for the touchdown. He failed for point.

Owls gave the visitors an upper hand, scoring. The resulting Jimmy Whitekr had carried the pigskin to the 50-yard line to run the distance by Manning, and Schley recovered on the goal line. He dropped on the 50-yard line to run the distance beyond what the point, making the score 13 to 0.

RICE FIGHTED DESPERATELY TO TURN THE SCORCHING GAME INTO VICTORY, BUT TO NO AVAIL.
Saturdays Play Terril At Dallas In Night Game

The Slimes meet their second op-ponents of the season Tuesday night in Dallas when the Terril (Ga.) Eagles visit. The game will be played under an artificial lighting system, and will be a feature of the annual College Night held at Fair Park Stadium. The Terril team is scheduled to be encountered.

Source: Dallas In Night Game

SATURDAY NIGHT REVUE

(40 minutes)

Harry Helper, former Slime grid star, will be selected as the most popular Rice man in the New Audubon Section of the Owls at Duvalton. 

Albert healthy and Kinsale London, deans of the Charleston, succeeded by an executive cop.

Shelton Poole, when we thought last year, looking as if he were getting on, and receiving him is not.

Polly, Melinda, and Nelson meeting scores of kids, who appear to be further the introduction.

All the executive council intending the name of a young lady in a right fair, very, very lovely, with

We want you to see the leading College Clothes of America.

Styles Created by

BRABURN

SMART STYLISH CLOTHES FOR COLLEGE MEN.

We have a complete showing of the new models and fabrics.

Come in, let us show you the clothes worn at all colleges.

WILLIAMSON & LANDERS

505 MAIN STREET

Our Clothes for College Men

AS CORRECT— As the Multiplication Table

AS BRAVY— As a大湾区astery Members After They Are Translated By the Father

AS REASONABLE— As Low Prices and Good Quality Can Preside

EXECUTIVE SPECIALS AT $35.00 $45.00 $55.00 READY FOR WEAR RUTHS AND TOP COATS

Barringer Norton Co.

TAILORS

SHOEMAKERS

410 Main Street

JIMMY RUSSELL

Rice Representatives

Dover's Ten-Pay Plan

1 1/4 DOWN

TEN PAYMENTS

Balance

TWO TROUSERS

FALL SUITS

FEATURE VALUES

$30 $35

OTHER TWO PANTS SUITS 65 TO 85

New Modes and Prices Broad Slides in all the various shades and materials

Dover's in Main Street

Dover's

FROM THE BEGINNING, THE VERY FIRST KICK-OFF TOMORROW—

Old Rice will "show her stuff" and win that game with Arkansas, just as easy, I say just an o-e-o-e-.

—and something about easy, "easy style" is what you want now to know, and with two yards of January of course. Broad Shoppers reporting close to the line.

We think they are easy priced, too.

$30 $35 $40

And With Two Pairs of Trousers

W. G. MUNN COMPANY

YOU NEED THIS GUIDE

"Oh, who will smoke—

meerschaum pipe—

meerschaum pipe."

Kuppenheimer

COLLEGE CLOTHES

tune with college life

Second verse: Oh who will wear the new "11" suit, new "11" suit... The answer is, the well-dressed fellows on the campus who want style that is designed in the best collegiate manner.

—landsman Co.

—the house of Kuppenheimer College Clothes.

ASHBEY

SMART STYLISH CLOTHES FOR COLLEGE MEN.

FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES

Do You Know?

"WHY YOU NEED THIS GUIDE"

The Student's Need-Best of Respected Firms on the Technique of Meerschaum Smoking

WILLIAM ALLAN BROOKS

A GUIDE REVEALING TECHNIQUES OF PRACTICAL LAY AND EXPERTS FOR THE USE OF MEERSCHAUM. THIS BOOK IS THE RESULT OF A SUCCESSFUL LIFE ON THE BRINK AND ENDS WITH A CONFESSION.

Students of the Technique of Meerschaum Smoking, What is a Pipe, How to Light a Pipe, How to Use Pipe Tobacco, How to Hold the Pipe, How to Hold the Pipe, How to Dress and to Improrse the Smoke, How to Hold the Pipe, How to Hold the Pipe, How to Hold the Pipe, How to Hold the Pipe.

Some of the Topics Covered

Some of the Topics Covered

Do You Need This Guide?

"IN THE SOUTH, EVERY PERSON HAS AN OPINION ON THE MEERSCHAUM SUBJECT, AND THIS BOOK IS THE RESULTS OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, DISCOVERY, AND SUCCESS IN THE TECHNIQUE OF MEERSCHAUM SMOKING."

You Want This Guide

WHO NEEDS THIS GUIDE

FIRSTLY: ALL FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, AND SENIORS.

"IN THE SOUTH, EVERY PERSON HAS AN OPINION ON THE MEERSCHAUM SUBJECT, AND THIS BOOK IS THE RESULTS OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, DISCOVERY, AND SUCCESS IN THE TECHNIQUE OF MEERSCHAUM SMOKING."

Secondly: All Business Men who want to impress the smoking-influenced and the girl who wants to be impressed.

Thirdly: All College Men and College Women who want to learn more about the Meerschaum Smoking.

If you don't have this book, you are missing a great opportunity to learn about the art of Meerschaum Smoking.

We have a wide range of meerschaum pipes and accessories available for purchase. Contact us to learn more about our products and services.

—Designated by the Doctor of Meerschaum Smoking—

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY FOR A FREE SAMPLE OF THE PATENTED MEERSCHAUM PIPE.